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The No Password Required Podcast is dedicated to introducing and celebrating the practitioners,

leaders, researchers, and individuals who are shaping the cybersecurity industry. Join us for an in-

depth conversation that explores our guests' personalities, expertise, and the path that led them into

cybersecurity. The team also discusses current cyber threats and readiness tips for security

professionals and business leaders alike.

Charity Wright is a Cyber Threat Intelligence Analyst at Recorded Future who specializes in Chinese

threats and disinformation. Charity is a Super Mario-loving extrovert who utilizes her research and

inferencing skills in both of her full-time jobs; threat analyst and mom. Charity is a Chinese Linguist

who often spends her workdays scrolling through social media searching for trolls and Chinese

disinformation/propaganda. In this episode, Charity joins the No Password Required team to talk

about how she came to be a linguist in the U.S. military, possibilities of where China will go in the

future, and why curiosity has been one of the most essential aspects of her career. Ernie, Clabby, and

Pablo talk about Clabby’s “Yahoo! news rule” and the channels they use to stay informed in the ever-

changing cyber industry. In the Positively Cyber segment, Pablo introduces the sophisticated, yet

mysterious, Jay Gatsby as the Chief Financial Officer of our fictitious cybersecurity organization.
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